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ABSTRACT
Increasingly, NASA exploration mission objectives include sample acquisition tasks for in-situ analysis or for
potential sample return to Earth. To address the requirements for samplers that could be operated at the conditions of the
various bodies in the solar system, a piezoelectric actuated percussive sampling device was developed that requires low
preload (as low as 10N) which is important for operation at low gravity. This device can be made as light as 400g, can be
operated using low average power, and can drill rocks as hard as basalt. Significant improvement of the penetration rate
was achieved by augmenting the hammering action by rotation and use of a fluted bit to provide effective cuttings
removal. Generally, hammering is effective in fracturing drilled media while rotation of fluted bits is effective in
cuttings removal. To benefit from these two actions, a novel configuration of a percussive mechanism was developed to
produce an augmenter of rotary drills. The device was called Percussive Augmenter of Rotary Drills (PARoD). A
breadboard PARoD was developed with a 6.4 mm (0.25 in) diameter bit and was demonstrated to increase the drilling
rate of rotation alone by 1.5 to over 10 times. Further, a large PARoD breadboard with 50.8 mm diameter bit was
developed and its tests are currently underway. This paper presents the design, analysis and preliminary test results of
the percussive augmenter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Percussion and rotation have long been identified as effective methods of penetrating solid materials and formations
[Badescu et al., 2007; Bar-Cohen and Zacny, 2009]. Percussion is very effective at fracturing hard, brittle materials like
concrete, rocks and ceramics, whereas rotation is more effective on soft and/or ductile materials such as wood, plastics,
and ductile metals. A key advantage of rotation is the removal of cuttings from the borehole so the end-effector of the
bit continuously comes in contact with fresh surface on the drilled medium. Percussion fractures the material, but
continues to hammer at the loose fragments in the borehole unless they are removed. This excessive hammering wastes
energy that could be more efficiently used by fracturing the medium. Combining rotation and percussion produces a
highly effective penetration mechanism. Existing hammer-drills produce their hammering action mechanically. A novel
rotary drill augmenter was developed by the JPL’s Advanced Technology Group (under a contract with Placidus LLC)
by introducing ultrasonic vibrations onto a rotating bit. The device uses a piezoelectric actuator to augment any rotary
drill with high frequency percussion. There are many advantages to using piezoelectric actuators to create hammering
[Bar-Cohen and Zacny, 2009; Bao et al., 2003; Bar-Cohen 1999]. They can be operated under low average power using
duty cycling. They do not require high axial loading to penetrate materials, making them very easy to use particularly in
planets with low gravity. They generate minimal vibration back into the mounting fixtures or the user, making their
operation more convenient and less tiring. It is important to note that low power and low applied force are desirable
characteristics for sample acquisition in planetary exploratory missions with very tight power budgets, particularly on
low gravity planets. The ease of use and quiet operation (compared to other hammer drills) are traits that interest the
construction and remodeling industry and the tested augmenter was developed as a prototype for potential
commercialization.
Generally, piezoelectric materials generate a charge when under an applied stress. The converse is also true, where
an applied electric field produces mechanical strain in piezoelectric materials. By driving the piezoelectric material with
a sinusoidal electric field at ultrasonic frequency vibrations with micron size amplitudes are generated. A significant
advantage of using piezoelectric stacks as actuators is the ability to operate them at extreme temperatures. This would be
particularly of interest to exploration missions to such planets as Titan and Europa where the temperature is as low as 180oC and Venus where it is as hot as 460oC [Sherrit et al., 2005]. Constraining a piezoelectric stack between a backing
and a variable cross-section horn amplifies the vibrations at the horn tip and maintains the PZTs in compression [Sherrit
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et al., 2001; Chang et al., 2004].
2
The vibrations of thee horn are trannsferred to a drrill bit that imppacts the drilleed media
and fracturess the formation
n. A computerr program thatt combines LabbViewTM and MATLABTM ccode was deveeloped to
control the drive
d
frequency of the augm
menter. To maintain
m
the auugmenter in reesonance a hilll climb algoritthm was
developed [A
Aldrich et al., 2006].
2
The rottation and perccussion power are supplied seeparately allow
wing the use off various
power combiinations to testt different posssibilities and determine
d
the bbenefit of the aaugmenter oveer operating thee drill as
rotary only. The developm
ment of the augm
menter was done in two phasses. In the firstt phase a unit w
with a 6.4 mm diameter
bit was fabricated. In the second
s
phase a new unit wass developed w
with a bit diameeter of 50.8 mm
m. The test reesults for
the prototypee with the smaall bit as well as the preliminary measureements made ffor the large ddiameter augmeenter are
reported in th
his manuscript..

2. DESIGN
N AND ANA
ALYSIS
The developed augmen
nted drill was designed to op
perate as a driilling unit withh two independdent actuators: a rotary
actuator and a piezoelectriic transducer. The
T rotation iss provided by a commerciall drill and it w
was used to reduce the
developmentt costs and dem
monstrate the prototype augm
menter capabi lity to operatee as an add-onn component foor future
commercializzation. The pro
ototype was called “Percussiv
ve Augmenter of Rotary Drillls (PARoD)” aand two versions of the
design were developed - a small diam
meter and a laarger diameterr bits, each w
with a differennt rotary actuaator and
piezoelectric transducer. The
T design of the small diam
meter version is shown in F
Figure 1 where the bit is a full face
concrete bit with
w a 6.4 mm diameter crow
wn. It consists of a rotary acttuator, a piezoeelectric actuatoor and a drill biit, where
the rotary acttuator and the bit
b are off-the--shelf componeents and the pieezoelectric actuuator was deveeloped for this reported
study. A serries of intermediate componeents were procured or fabricaated and integrrated into the ddesign includinng a slip
ring for poweering the piezo
oelectric actuato
or (Figure 1). The componennt details of thee drill are show
wn in Figure 2 and they
include piezo
oelectric actuaator housing, adaptor
a
betweeen the rotary ddrill chuck andd piezoelectric actuator, the slip ring
collar and ad
daptor between
n the drill bit and piezoelecttric actuator hhorn. The drill bit adaptor design parameters were
adjusted such
h that the drill bit
b tip reached the largest displacements at the resonant frrequency of thee augmenter.
To deterrmine the PAR
RoD design parrameters and to
o predict its peerformance, finnite element m
models were crreated by
using the com
mmercially avaailable tool AN
NSYSTM. Thee actuator conssists of a piezooelectric stack of four PZT rrings that
are 40.6 mm
m diameter and 5 mm thick (F
Figure 3). Thee actuator desiggn requires thaat the nodal pllane coincides with the
mounting plaane, so the vib
bration transm
mitted to the ro
otary drill will be minimizedd at this locatiion. As the uultrasonic
actuator is axisymmetric
a
and
a since we are only interrested in the aaxial modes oof resonance, ANSYS axisyymmetric
elements werre used to mod
del half of the cross-section
c
of
o the transduc er. Comparedd to a 3D modeel, this 2D moddel using
the axisymm
metric elementss greatly reducced the size off the FEM moddel and compuutation time. Thus, it allow
wed us to
perform a grreater number of analyses in order to optim
mize the design
gn. The resonaance frequenciies of the actuator also
needed to bee predicted and
d a modal anaalysis was perfformed to deriive the mode shapes, nodal planes, and reesonance
frequencies.

Figure 1: Drill subassem
mblies

h and diameterr of the ultraso
onic horn, the nnodal plane off the fundamenntal mode is cooincident
By adjussting the length
with the desiigned mountin
ng plane (Figurre 3). The ressonance frequeency (fr) was ppredicted to bee at 19.24 kHzz and the
anti-resonancce frequency (ffa) at 19.5 kHzz. The electro-m
mechanical couupling factor ((κ) was determined by



f a2  f r2
 0.167
f a2

(1)
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After the modal analy
ysis was comp
plete and the design
d
parametters had been determined, hharmonic analyysis was
performed to
o predict the ho
orn tip displaceement and elecctric power connsumption of tthe actuator. T
The calculated horn tip
displacementt vs. frequency
y curve for 1 V input voltage is shown in Fiigure 4. For 1000 V input volltage, the maxiimum tip
displacementt is 7.07 μm at 19.2 kHz. Th
he power consu
umption vs. freequency for 1 V input voltage is shown in F
Figure 5,
where for 100 V input voltaage the maximu
um peak poweer is 19.7 W.

Figure 2: Components deetails

Figure 3: Tran
nsducer finite eleement model

Figu
ure 4: Horn tip ddisplacement vs. frequency (1 V input)

Figure 5: Ultrasonic actuaator power vs. frrequency for 1 V input

After thee ultrasonic acctuator was anaalyzed, the adaaptor and the ddrill bit were aadded to the FE
EM model to establish
the model for the complete PARoD desig
gn. The length
h and the diameeter of the adapptor were adjuusted to make tthe nodal
plane coincid
de with the mo
ounting plane. Iterations of analysis
a
showedd that an adapttor with 80 mm
m in length andd 10 mm
in diameter can
c make the nodal plane coincide
c
with the
t mounting pplane. The thhird axial modde, at 19.7 kHzz, of the
PARoD was determined fo
or the actuator. Its mode shaape is shown inn Figure 6 andd its anti-resonnance frequencyy is 19.8
m
the elecctro-mechanicaal coupling facctor (κ) to be 0.09, as deterrmined using Equation (1). Further
kHz which makes
harmonic anaalysis was perfformed to pred
dict the drill bitt tip displacemeent and electric power consuumption of the PARoD.
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The analysis showed that th
he maximum drill
d bit tip disp
placement for 1100V input volltage at 19.7 kkHz is 3.66 μm
m, and the
peak power is
i 10.9 W. Forr the scaled up version of the design (shownn in Figures 7 and 8) the coriing bit diameteer is 50.8
mm and the piezoelectric
p
acctuator consist of a stack of 6 PZT rings thaat are 50.8 mm
m diameter and 5 mm thicknesss.

Figure 6: PARoD FEM m
model

D scaled up verssion design
Figure 7 PARoD

Figurre 8 Piezoelectrric actuator and ccoring bit designn

3. FA
ABRICATIO
ON AND INT
TEGRATIO
ON
Both PA
ARoD versionss integrated th
he fabricated parts
p
with com
mmercially avaailable rotary ddrills. Once thhey were
assembled, th
hey were moun
nted onto a tesstbed built speccifically for thiis task that alloows for the conntrol of the weeight-onbit and mainttains the alignm
ment and feed of the drill bitt during drillingg. The 6.35 m
mm drill bit auggmenter was faabricated
and assembleed with a rapid
d prototyped sllip ring collar, aluminum houusing for the ppiezoelectric traansducer and a drill bit
brazed into the
t bit adaptor (Figure 9). Th
his smaller bit breadboard alllowed the usee of a simple liinear slide butt initially
small misalig
gnments were encountered in
n the drill axis with respect tto the sliding aaxis resulting iin induced vibbration to
the drill and the support sttand. The lesso
ons learned fro
om fabricatingg the small size augmenter aand the test staand were
implemented
d into the fabriication of the large
l
scale aug
gmenter (Figurre 10). Effecttively, every ccomponent of tthe large
augmenter was
w selected orr designed to be compatiblee with the reqquired breadbooard, includingg a related com
mmercial
rotary drill an
nd bits, a slip ring
r
that allowed a larger diaameter piezoeleectric actuator adaptor shaft, and a differentt method
of fabricating the piezoeleectric actuator housing. Caast aluminum was used to fabricate a rouugh housing aand then
machined to adjust the alig
gnment critical dimensions. The
T support stan
and was re-buillt as a 3D fram
me with a muchh sturdier
sliding fixturre.
The piezzoelectric actu
uator adaptor and housing were fabricateed separately to reduce cossts but they ccould be
integrated into one part forr better augmeenter alignment. Similarly, tthe drill bit, thhe drill bit adapptor and the uultrasonic
horn can be combined
c
into one or two parrts depending on
o the decisionn to make the aaugmenter morre versatile by allowing
more configu
urations for a given
g
piezoelectric actuator or
o to increase tthe efficiency of the augmennter by reducinng losses
that each inteerface introducces.

Figure 9: The 6.35mm
6
drill bit augmenter
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4. TESTS OF
F THE AUGM
MENTERS
The testt results presented here co
over the smalll diameter
augmenter ass it was the firrst to be fabricated and assem
mbled. The
large augmenter was assembled recently
y and is curreently being
he results to bee reported in fu
uture publicatio
ons.
tested with th
A seriess of tests in lim
mestone were performed usiing rotation
only, rotatio
on and ham
mmering by the
t
mechanissm of the
commercial drill, as well as
a rotation witth the hammerring by the
augmenter. Due
D to differen
nces in drillin
ng times, all comparisons
and charts weere recorded to
o show the drilling rate. Also, all the test
data are baseed on the peak
k power of th
he augmenter and
a not the
average pow
wer. The averaage power of the
t piezoelectrric actuator
would be lesss than half off the peak pow
wer as the actu
uator is not
driven in reso
onance continu
uously.
Two setss of tests were performed. In the first test seet the rotary
power was kept
k
constant an
nd the augmen
nter power wass increased.
In the second
d set of tests the
t total poweer was kept co
onstant. The
results of these drilling teests are shown
n in Figure 11 where the
rotary actuaator power was
w
kept consstant at 50 W and the
augmenter peak or maxim
mum power waas increased frrom zero to
200 W. Thee upper limit of
o the driving power
p
was dettermined by
monitoring th
he heating of th
he actuator. Allso the weight on bit used
during the teests had two different
d
valuess, 4.2 kgf (41 N) and 7.0
kgf (69 N). The test results show that
t
the penettration rate
increases witth the power to
o the piezoelecctric actuator and
a that the
weight on bitt has little effecct on the drillin
ng rate. Higheer weight on
bit values were
w
attempteed but the flexibility of the
t
support
structure did
d not allow reeliable results. It is believeed that this
flexibility allso produced larger variatio
on in the testss results at
higher powerr levels.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the reesults for the condition
c
of
Figure 10: Thee 50.8 mm corinng bit augmenterr mounted
constant totaal power drillin
ng, where thee total power for
f the two
onto the test staand/testbed
actuators wass set at 160 W. Tests were done
d
for two vaalues of the
weight on bit: 4.2 kgf (41 N, Figure 12) and 7.0 kgf (6
69 N, Figure 113). The tests for the 7.0 kggf (69 N) weight on bit
were stopped
d at the power level of 120 W to the piezoeelectric actuatoor. Overall, it hhas been obserrved that as thee preload
is increased more power to the rotary actuator is requ
uired in order to keep the bbit turning. Figgure 12 shows that the
penetration rate for the com
mbination of th
he augmenter an
nd rotation forr the 4.2kgf (411 N) weight onn bit can be as much as
10 times high
her than the peenetration rate for
f rotation alo
one using the ssame total pow
wer. In this figuure, the rotation only is
shown as thee diamond dataa points on thee vertical axis, where the auggmenter powerr is zero. Furthher, for these rrock and
drilling cond
ditions, the pen
netration rate off combination of the augmennter and rotatioon is at a higheer level of perfformance
than the com
mmercial rotary--hammer drill (the triangle daata points in Fiigure 12).
Figure 13 shows that th
he penetration rate for the com
mbination of thhe augmenter aand rotation foor 7.0kgf (69 N
N) weight
on bit is high
her than the penetration rate for
f rotation alo
one using the ssame total pow
wer. In this figuure, the rotationn only is
shown as thee square data po
oints on the veertical axis wheere it is zero auugmenter power. Further, foor this rock andd drilling
conditions, th
he penetration rate of combin
nation of the au
ugmenter and rrotation is at abbout the same llevel of perform
mance as
the commerccial rotary-ham
mmer drill (the round data po
oints in Figuree 13). The dataa scattering foor this test casee is very
large and we believe it coulld be caused by
y the problemss in bit brazing to the bit adappter and the stiffness of the teest stand.
These resultss are the main
n reason we im
mplemented th
he sturdier testt stand design and fabricatioon for the largger scale
augmenter teesting.
Initial teests of the imp
pedance spectrra were made on the 50.8 m
mm diameter ppiezoelectric trransducer for tthe large
augmenter an
nd a high valuee of 0.5 of the electromechan
nical coupling factor (k) for llow power wass observed (Figgure 14).
This result suggests
s
the possibility
p
thatt improved peerformance willl be obtainedd with the scaaled up versionn of the
developed au
ugmenter.
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Figure
F
11: Testts of the small sccale augmenter with
w the rotating bit using constaant power to the rotary drill.

Figure 12: Drilling tests in
n limestone using
g constant total power
p
to the rotaary and augmentter actuators for 4.2kgf (41 N) prreload.

Figure 13: Drilling tests in
n limestone using
g constant total power
p
to the rotaary and augmentter actuators for 7.0kgf (69 N) ppreload
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Figure 14: The admittance spectra of the 50.8mm diameter PZT rings transducer.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper reports the development of an augmenter for rotary drills that is driven by a piezoelectric actuator to
induce vibrations onto a rotary bit. The augmenter was conceived to support potential future NASA exploration
missions with the objective of acquiring samples for in-situ analytical instruments. Significant improvement of the
penetration rate was achieved by the introduction of the ultrasonic hammering action that is generated on fluted bits by
the piezoelectric actuator. This improvement is due to the enhanced capability to fracture the rock and the fluidization of
the cuttings which aids the removal process. The development was done in two steps where the first step focused on a
small scale version with a 6.4 mm (0.25 inch) diameter bit. The tests of the small scale rotary drill and augmenter over a
wide range of power combinations with a total power of 160 W drilling in limestone have shown drilling penetration
rates as good as or better than the commercial rotary-hammer drill. Specifically, it was demonstrated to increase the
drilling rate by 1.5 to over 10 times over rotary only drilling. In the second phase that is currently underway, a large
version was developed using a bit that is 50.8 mm diameter. Preliminary results of testing the large design version are
quite encouraging and progress will be reported in future publications.
The current design of the augmenter device is made as an attachment to a rotary drill. In future modifications it can
be designed and fabricated as a single unit where the augmenter is integrated into a single drill. The integrated
augmenter can be mounted along a drill shaft behind the rotary motor eliminating the need for an adaptor and thus
providing a more compact packaging.
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